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As a society, America has graduated many plateaus not limited to Americas first African American President.
Today the possibilities of a female President are real.
However double standards and equality issues are continuing to deteriorate the quality of liberty to levels of
distain. Who would have ever thought my proud America would be trending this way.
We are also witnessing an iconic business move by a business guru named Donald Trump who has no political
experience making a presidency run spending millions of his own money speaking about many subject matters
people have been wanting to speak about but afraid to be socially or politically incorrect about.
For many, the dispositions are like wow how much more can urban and rural communities abroad withstand
individually or collectively? Our patience is literally being pushed to the brink.
In addition, America has reached a point where we must revisit the original intent of the alleged war on drugs
to compare where we actually stand after all the failed formulas implemented by way of alleged educated
decisions that have clearly done more harm than good.
Illegal or legal drugs are avail in every country. Successful and thriving vehicles of rehabilitation are also avail
in every country.
A valid question resides; why is Americas rehabilitation efforts and numbers failing and at the bottom tier
compared to all other countries.
Undoubtedly the targeted communities to plant the drugs and the alleged war on drugs, guns and addictions in
America has clearly primarily targeted the African American and Latino communities.
The mention to some maybe nothing more than speculation, however what is factual during this alleged
timeline since the war on drugs in sued you could literally get away with most other domestic crimes not limited
to rape and murder compared to low level drug offenses.
Throughout 2015 via high profile media reports regarding judicial communities ignoring and harboring
hundreds of thousands of untested rape kits across the U.S. while targeting petty drug offenses. Legally how
could that be? Are we targeting selective crimes or the false perceptions of selected cultures?
From the late 50s throughout the 60s as a society via music a process of acceptance and change became
easier to digest even though the rock solid foundations of double standards and oppression remained hidden
via opposing agendas.
In the late 70s early 80s the hip hop culture was born. Immediately the culture directly and indirectly created
bridges of acceptance.

As a community we've matured in more ways than one via the younger generations who graduated the
process of acceptance personally and professionally regardless the rhetoric associated to selective cultures.
Personally I would like to thank the younger generations and hip hop. It is time the elders transition to today's
day and age. Although many things can be perfected its clear we must once and for all bury the DNA of a
double standard society.
Regardless the illusion of minority faces in leadership roles, be it the church, local or global levels of political
appointments, presidency etc., the perceptions of equality remains blurred.
Although we hear about growth via alleged census numbers and reports associated to alleged formulas some
of the alleged may be true, but numbers can be easily manipulated. It takes too long to determine the actual
purposes of formulas and numbers in the alleged lower tier neighborhoods living life on life undesired terms.
Today racial barriers are easily crossed compared to those trying times in the 30s, 40s and 50s. Just pay close
attentions to the DNA of our local and world news outlets.
As a society are we to believe the judicial processes of the Treyvon Martin, the East Cleveland four and other
East Cleveland police shootings, the Michael Brown and so many like police shootings across our proud
America?
All the protest of injustice and equality issues abroad, how can the judicial communities attempt to continue to
highlight a double standard society mentality that lacks respect for equal protections unless it effects one of
their own?
It is clear the mindsets of the judicial communities occupy real estate in a gated community where the flowing
waters is of a sham process an intra corporate conspiracies.
So therefore collectively urban and rural America we are beyond tired of being tired. So today we stand
echoing in one voice saying, "I can't breathe."
It is well known one of the best courses of revenge is simply to succeed, so therefore the nonviolent protest
and continual action are our best recourses to achieve our desired results in hopes of birthing change where
public opinion and public perception is everything.
One might ask why are we continuously forced to digest formulas that have been and or are known to fail.
Surely this is a dynamic of the recidivism formulas and growth. Therefore is the system purposely set up for the
profits deriving from chaos?
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